LUNAWOOD THERMOWOOD
DECKING MAINTENANCE
With proper care and maintenance, you can extend your Lunawood Thermowood
deck’s age and keep the decking in prime condition
IS IT MANDATORY TO TREAT LUNAWOOD’S THERMOWOOD DECKING WITH TERRACE OIL?
The surface treatment of the terrace extends the life of the decking and improves the use of the terrace, so we
recommend the surface treatment. With pigmented oil it is possible to preserve the brown tint of the wood,
otherwise the Thermowood decking will turn grey in time, because of the UV light.
HOW OFTEN DOES THE DECKING NEED TO BE TREATED?
The decking is recommended to be treated immediately after installation so that the surface is immediately
protected from moisture and dirt and no separate cleaning is required before handling. The service oil of the decking
should be done every two years or more often depending on the conditions and the use of the terrace.
HOW DO I SURFACE TREAT MY THERMOWOOD DECKING?
We recommend using a pigmented or coloured terrace oil, as clear oil gives protection to the surface, but does not
prevent the wood from greying.
Other accessories should be selected according to the surface treatment manufacturer’s instructions.
BLACK SPOTS HAVE APPEARED ON THE SURFACE OF THE DECKING. HOW CAN I GET RID OF THE SPOTS?
Air impurities such as soot or pollen in the air sometimes might cause small black spots on the surface of the
decking. In some cases strong decking base (iron particles) combined with water can colour the wood. You can
prevent black spots by using pigmented decking oil right after installation. The black spots will mostly disappear over
time as the boards turn grey if the decking is left untreated.
The black spots can be removed by following these instructions:
1. Remove (brush) all loose material away from the surface using a firm brush
2. Wash and clean the surface using a spot removal liquid for decking.
Rinse well and let the surface dry. If the surface has a clear film after washing, remove it before continuing.
3. Grind using a fine sand paper if needed.
4. Oil the decking 1-2 times with pigmented decking oil using a thin brush or sponge. Spread evenly and with
continuous movement for the entire length of the board to avoid overlapping. Wipe excess oil off immediately.
Apply the next layer after the previous one has dried.
HOW CAN I GET THE SAME OIL AS USED IN LUNAWOOD’S PREOILED DECKING BOARDS?
Lunawood’s factory oiled decking boards have been treated with brown pigmented AkzoNobel wood oil.
Ask your local reseller to recommend a similar product.

